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Performance Evaluation of Vibration-Based
Piezoelectric Energy Scavengers

Yi-Chung Shu

Abstract This chapter summarizes several recent activities for fundamental under-
standing of piezoelectric vibration-based energy harvesting. The developed frame-
work is able to predict the electrical behavior of piezoelectric power harvesting
systems using either the standard or the synchronized switch harvesting on inductor
(SSHI) electronic interface. In addition, some opportunities for new devices and
improvements in existing ones are also pointed here.

3.1 Introduction

The development of wireless sensor and communication node networks has received
great interests in research communities over the past few years (Rabaey et al. 2000).
Applications envisioned from these node networks include building the health mon-
itoring for civil infrastructures, environmental control systems, hazardous materials
detection, smart homes, and homeland security applications. However, as the net-
works increase in the number and the devices decrease in the size, the proliferation
of these autonomous microsensors raises the problem of effective power supply.
As a result, the foremost challenge for such dense networks to achieve their full
potential is to manage power consumption for a large number of nodes.

Unlike cellphones and laptops, whose users can periodically recharge, embed-
ded devices must operate in their initial batteries. However, batteries cannot only
increase the size and weight of microsensors but also suffer from the limitations
of a brief service life. For example, at an average power consumption of 100 �W
(an order of magnitude smaller than any existing node), a sensor node would last
only 1 yr if a 1 cm3 of lithium battery (at the maximum energy density of 800 W
hr per L) was used to supply power (Kansal & Srivastava 2005, Roundy et al.
2005). A lifetime of approximately 1 yr is obviously not practical for many appli-
cations. In addition, the need for constant battery replacement can be very tedious
and expensive task. In many other cases, these operations may be prohibited by the
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infrastructure. Therefore, energy supply using batteries is currently a major bottle-
neck for system lifetime, and harvesting energy from the deployment environment
can help to relieve it.

Simultaneous advances in low-power electronic design and fabrication have
reduced power requirements for individual nodes, and therefore, allow the feasi-
bility of self-powering these autonomous electronic devices. This stems from the
fact that power consumption in integrated circuits (IC) will continue to decrease
as IC processing moves towards smaller feature sizes (Chandrakasan et al. 1998,
Yoon et al. 2005). This opens the possibility for completely self-powered sensor
nodes, and the notion of a small smart material generator-producing enough power
is not far fetched. However, these smart material generators need to be optimally
designed, which is the central topic discussed in this chapter. The goal here is to
develop a smart architecture which utilizes the environmental resources available for
generating electrical power. These resources include solar power, thermal gradients,
acoustic, and mechanical vibration (Roundy et al. 2004a, Sebald et al. 2008, Whalen
et al. 2003). Among these energy scavenging sources, we are particularly interested
in mechanical vibration since it is a potential power source that is abundant enough
to be of use, is easily accessible through microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
technology for conversion to electrical energy, and is ubiquitous in applications from
small household appliances to large infrastructures (Roundy et al. 2004b, Sodano
et al. 2004).

Vibration energy can be converted into electrical energy through piezoelectric,
electromagnetic, and capacitive transducers (Beeby et al. 2007, Cheng et al. 2007,
Lee et al. 2004, Nakano et al. 2007, Poulin et al. 2004, Roundy et al. 2003, Stephen
2006a,b, Williams & Yates 1996, Zhao & Lord 2006). Among them, piezoelectric
vibration-to-electricity converters have received much attention, as they have high-
electromechanical coupling and no external voltage source requirement, and they
are particularly attractive for use in MEMS (Choi et al. 2006, Fang et al. 2006,
Horowitz et al. 2006, Jeon et al. 2005, Lu et al. 2004). As a result, the use of piezo-
electric materials for scavenging

energy from ambient vibration sources has recently seen a dramatic rise for
power harvesting (duToit et al. 2005, Elvin et al. 2006, Guyomar et al. 2005, Hu
et al 2007a, Kim et al. 2005a, Liao et al. 2001, Ng & Liao 2005, Ottman et al. 2002,
Richards et al. 2004, Richter et al. 2006, Roundy & Wright 2004, Shu & Lien 2006a,
Sodano et al. 2006). The optimum design and setup of an energy harvesting system
using piezoelectric generators depends on the kind of the surrounding kinetic energy
to be exploited (amplitude and frequency) as well as on the electrical application to
be powered. Thus, it is necessary to use the model-based design methods instead of
using try-and-error schemes. To realize such design models, a good understanding
of the piezoelectric energy harvesting system is inevitable.

To be precise, an energy conversion device considered here includes a vibrat-
ing piezoelectric structure together with an energy storage system, as shown in
Fig. 3.1. The piezoelectric generator is modeled as a mass+spring+damper+
piezostructure and is connected to a storage circuit system. An AC–DC rectifier
followed by a filtering capacitance Ce is added to smooth the DC voltage. A con-
troller placed between the rectifier output and the battery is included to regulate the
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Fig. 3.1 An equivalent model for a piezoelectric vibration energy harvesting system

output voltage. From Fig. 3.1, it is clear to see that the left-hand side is related to the
design of piezoelectric power generators and the right-hand side is associated with
the design of power electronics. Indeed, current piezoelectric-harvesting research
falls mainly into two key areas: developing optimal energy harvesting structures
and highly efficient electrical circuits to store the generated charges (Johnson &
Clark 2005). The former includes the works by duToit et al. (2005), Lu et al. (2004),
Richards et al. (2004), Roundy & Wright (2004), Sodano et al. (2004), and the latter
contains the works by Guan & Liao (2007), Lefeuvre et al. (2005b), Ngo et al.
(2006), Ottman et al. (2002), Ottman et al. (2003). However, the linkage between
these two has not been exploited in detail until recently by Ottman et al. (2002) and
Guyomar et al. (2005). They have provided different estimations of AC–DC power
output. The former has assumed that the vibration amplitude is not affected by the
load resistance, while the latter has hypothesized that the periodic external excitation
and the speed of mass are in-phase. In contrast with the estimates based on these
two approaches, Shu & Lien (2006a) have provided an analysis of AC–DC power
output for a rectified piezoelectric harvester. They have proposed a new method to
determine AC–DC power flow without the uncoupled and in-phase assumptions and
concluded that their estimation is more accurate than the other two. In addition, Shu
& Lien (2006b) have also shown that the conversion efficiency and optimization
criteria vary according to the relative strength of the electromechanical coupling
and mechanical damping ratio. These results are crucial for the choice of the optimal
power converter.

Interest in the application of piezoelectric vibration-based energy scavengers for
converting mechanical energy to electrical energy has increased significantly in the
very recent years. An overview of research in this field has recently been provided
by Sodano et al. (2004) and Anton & Sodano (2007) for review articles as well as
by Roundy et al. (2004b) for an advanced book. The following summarizes recent
activities in energy harvesting using piezoelectric materials.

3.1.1 Piezoelectric Bulk Power Generators

An early work at MIT Media Lab has investigated the feasibility of harnessing
energy parasitically from various human activities (Starner 1996). It was later
confirmed that energy generated by walking can be collected using piezoelectric
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ceramics (Shenck & Paradiso 2001). Since then, piezoelectric elements used for
power harvesting in various forms of structures have been proposed to serve specific
purposes. Subsequent studies for generating electricity from walking with loads
were discussed by Rome et al. (2005) and Kuo (2005). Granstrom et al. (2007)
investigated energy harvesting from a backpack instrumented with piezoelectric
shoulder straps. (Elvin et al. 2001, 2003) and Ng & Liao (2005) used the piezo-
electric element simultaneously as a power generator and a sensor. They evaluated
the performance of the piezoelectric sensor to power wireless transmission and val-
idated the feasibility of the self-powered sensor system. Elvin et al. (2006) further
provided the evidence of ability of the harvesting electrical energy generated from
the vibration of typical civil structures such as bridges and buildings. Roundy &
Wright (2004) analyzed and developed a piezoelectric generator based on a two-
layer bending element and used it as a basis for generator design optimization.
Renaud et al. (2007) investigated the performances of a piezoelectric bender for
impact or shock energy harvesting. Similar ideas based on cantilever-based devices
using piezoelectric materials to scavenge vibration energy included the works by
Ajitsaria1 et al. (2007), Cornwell et al. (2005), Hu et al. (2007), Jiang et al. (2005),
Mateu & Moll (2005), Mossi et al. (2005), and Yoon et al. (2005).

Instead of 1D design, Kim et al. (2005a,b), and Ericka et al. (2005) have modeled
and designed piezoelectric plates (membranes) to harvest energy from pulsing pres-
sure sources. Yang et al. (2007) analyzed a rectangular plate piezoelectric generator.
Guigon et al. (2008a) and Guigon et al. (2008b) studied the feasibility of scav-
enging vibration energy from a piezoelectric plate impacted by water drop. Other
harvesting schemes included the use of long strips of piezoelectric polymers (Energy
Harvesting Eel) in ocean or river-water flows (Allen & Smits 2001, Taylor et al.
2001), the use of ionic polymer metal composites (IPMCs) as generating materials
(Brufau-Penella et al. 2008), the use of piezoelectric “cymbal” transducers operated
in the {3–3} mode (Kim et al. 2004, 2005), the use of drum transducer (Wang et al.
2007), and the use of a piezoelectric windmill for generating electric power from
wind energy (Priya 2005, Priya et al. 2005).

3.1.2 Piezoelectric Micro Power Generators

Jeon et al. (2005) and Choi et al. (2006) at MIT have successfully developed the first
MEMS-based microscale power generator using a {3–3} mode of PZT transducer.
A 170 �m × 260 �m PZT beam has been fabricated and a maximum DC voltage of
3 V across the load 10.1 M� has been observed. In addition, the energy density of
the power generator has been estimated at around 0.74 mW h/cm2, which compares
favorably to the use of lithium–ion batteries. Fang et al. (2006) subsequently fabri-
cated another MEMS-based microscale power generator utilizing a PZT thick film
as the transducer to harvest ambient vibration energy. The dimension of their beam
is around 2000 �m × 500 �m (length × width) with 500 �m × 500 �m (length
× height) metal mass. Different from the previous group, a {3–1} piezo-mode is
operated in their design. The natural frequency is amazingly reduced to only 609 Hz
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which is two orders of magnitude smaller than that observed by the previous group.
However, the maximum AC voltage is only around 0.6 V which may be too low to
overcome the forward bias of the rectifying bridge in order to convert AC to DC
voltage.

In addition, Roundy et al. (2005) created prototyes of thin PZT structures
with target volume power density of 80 �W/cm3. Recently, duToit et al. (2005)
and duToit & Wardle (2006) provided in-depth design principles for MEMS-scale
piezoelectric energy harvesters and proposed a prototype of 30 �W/cm3 from low-
level vibration. Related issues on the modeling of miniaturized piezoelectric power
harvesting devices include the works by duToit & Wardle (2007), Feng (2007),
Horowitz et al. (2006), Lu et al. (2004), Prabhakar & Vengallatore (2007), Ramsay
& Clark (2001), Trolier-Mckinstry & Muralt (2004), White et al. (2001), Xu et al.
(2003), and Yeatman (2007).

3.1.3 Conversion Efficiency and Electrically Induced Damping

The efficiency of mechanical to electrical energy conversion is a fundamental
parameter for the development and optimization of a power generation device.
Umeda et al. (1996, 1997) have studied the efficiency of mechanical impact energy
to electrical energy using a piezoelectric vibrator. Goldfarb & Jones (1999) subse-
quently investigated the efficiency of the piezoelectric material in a stack configura-
tion for converting mechanical harmonic excitation into electrical energy. Roundy
(2005) provided an expression for effectiveness that can be used to compare various
approaches and designs for vibration-based energy harvesting devices (see also the
work by Wang et al. (1999)). Recently, in contrast to efforts where the conversion
efficiency was examined numerically (Umeda et al.1996), Richards et al. (2004)
and Cho et al. (2006) derived an analytic formula to predict the energy conversion
efficiency of piezoelectric energy harvesters in the case of AC power output. Since
the electronic load requires a stabilized DC voltage while a vibrating piezoelectric
element generates an AC voltage, the desired output needs to be rectified, filtered,
and regulated to ensure the electric compatibility. Thus, Shu & Lien (2006b) inves-
tigated the conversion efficiency for a rectified piezoelectric power-harvesting sys-
tem. They have shown that the conversion efficiency is dependent on the frequency
ratio, the normalized resistance and, in particular, the ratio of electromechanical
coupling coefficient to mechanical damping. In general, the conversion efficiency
can be improved with a larger coupling coefficient and smaller damping. Recently,
Cho et al. (2005a) and Cho et al. (2005b) performed a series of experiments and
proposed a set of design guidelines for the performance optimization of micro-
machined piezoelectric membrane generators by enhancing the electromechanical
coupling coefficient.

When an energy harvester is applied to a system, energy is removed from the
vibrating structure and supplied to the desired electronic components, resulting in
additional damping of the structure (Sodano et al. 2004). Because the efficiency is
defined as the ratio of the time-averaged power dissipated across the load to that
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done by the external force, electrically-induced damping can be defined explicitly.
Lesieutre et al. (2004) have investigated the damping added to a structure due to
the removal of electrical energy from the system during power harvesting. They
have shown that the maximum induced electric damping corresponds to the optimal
power transfer in the case of weak electromechanical coupling. However, unlike
the work by Lesieutre et al. (2004), Shu & Lien (2006b) provided a new finding
showing that the optimal electric load maximizing the conversion efficiency and
induced electric damping is very different from that maximizing the harvested power
in strongly coupled electromechanical systems. This shows that optimization criteria
vary according to the relative strength of the coupling.

3.1.4 Power Storage Circuits

The research works cited above focus mainly on developing optimal energy-
harvesting structures. However, the electrical outputs of these devices in many cases
are too small to power electric devices directly. Thus, the methods of accumulat-
ing and storing parasitic energy are also the key to develop self-powered systems.
Sodano et al. (2005a,b) have investigated several piezoelectric power-harvesting
devices and the methods of accumulating energy by utilizing either a capacitor or
a rechargeable battery. Ottman et al. (2002, 2003) have developed highly efficient
electric circuits to store the generated charge or present it to the load circuit. They
have claimed that at high levels of excitation, the power output can be increased by
as much as 400%. In contrast to the linear load impedance adaptation by Ottman
et al. (2002, 2003), Guyomar et al. (2005), Lefeuvre et al. (2005a,b) and Badel et al.
(2006b) developed a new power flow optimization principle based on the technique,
called synchronized switch harvesting on inductor (SSHI), for increasing the con-
verted energy. They claimed that the electric harvested power may be increased by
as much as 900% over the standard technique. Badel et al. (2005) subsequently
extended to the case of pulsed excitation and Makihara et al. (2006) improved the
SSHI technique by proposing a low-energy dissipation circuit. Recently, Shu et al.
(2007) provided an improved analysis for the performance evaluation of a piezoelec-
tric energy harvesting system using the SSHI electronic interface. They found that
the best use of the SSHI harvesting circuit is for systems in the mid-range of elec-
tromechanical coupling. The degradation in harvested power due to the non-perfect
voltage inversion is not pronounced in this case, and the reduction in power is much
less sensitive to frequency deviations than that using the standard technique.

3.2 Approach

3.2.1 Standard AC–DC Harvesting Circuit

Consider an energy conversion device which includes a vibrating piezoelectric
structure together with an energy storage system. If the modal density of such a
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device is widely separated and the structure is vibrating at around its resonance fre-
quency, we may model the power generator as a mass+spring+damper+piezo struc-
ture, as shown in Fig. 3.1 (Guyomar et al. 2005, Richards et al. 2004). It consists of a
piezoelectric element coupled to a mechanical structure. In this approach, a forcing
function F(t) is applied to the system and an effective mass M is bounded on a
spring of effective stiffness K , on a damper of coefficient ηm, and on a piezoelectric
element characterized by effective piezoelectric coefficient Θ and capacitance Cp.
These effective coefficients are dependent on the material constants and the design
of energy harvesters and can be derived using the standard modal analysis (Hagood
et al. 1990, Wang & Cross 1999).

For example, consider a triple-layer bender mounted as a cantilever beam with
polarization poled along the thickness direction, as shown in Fig. 3.2. The elec-
tric field is generated through the direction of thickness of the piezoelectric layers,
while strain is in the axial direction; consequently, the transverse, or {3–1}, mode
is utilized. The effective coefficients related with material constants and structural
geometry can be derived using the modal analysis (Shu & Lien 2006a).

M = βM(mp + mb) + ma,
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Fig. 3.2 A common piezoelectric-based power generator: a cantilever triple-layer bender operated
in the {3–1} mode. The base is excited with acceleration z̈(t)
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L are the width and axial length of the cantilever beam, respectively, t and h, CE
p11

and CE
b11

, mp and mb are the thicknesses, elastic moduli, and masses of the piezo-
electric and central passive layers, and ma is the attached mass. Another common
piezoelectric power generator operated in the longitudinal or {3–3} mode has been
developed recently by Jeon et al. (2005) using interdigitated electrode configuration,
as shown in Fig. 3.7. The advantage of utilizing this mode is that the longitudinal
piezoelectric effect is usually much larger than the transverse effect (d33 > d31).

Let u be the displacement of the mass M and Vp be the voltage across the
piezoelectric element. The governing equations of the piezoelectric vibrator can be
described by (Guyomar et al. 2005, Richards et al. 2004)

Mü(t) + ηmu̇(t) + K u(t) + ΘVp(t) = F(t), (3.1)

−Θu̇(t) + CpV̇p(t) = −I (t), (3.2)

where I (t) is the current flowing into the specified circuit as shown in Fig. 3.3. Since
most applications of piezoelectric materials for power generation involve the use of
periodic straining of piezoelectric elements, the vibrating generator is assumed to
be driven at around resonance by the harmonic excitation

F(t) = F0 sin wt, (3.3)

where F0 is the constant magnitude and w (in radians per second) is the angular
frequency of vibration.

The power generator considered here is connected to a storage circuit system, as
shown in Fig. 3.1. Since the electrochemical battery needs a stabilized DC voltage
while a vibrating piezoelectric element generates an AC voltage, this requires a suit-
able circuit to ensure the electric compatibility. Typically, an AC–DC rectifier fol-
lowed by a filtering capacitance Ce is added to smooth the DC voltage, as shown in
Fig. 3.1. A controller placed between the rectifier output and the battery is included
to regulate the output voltage. Figure 3.3(a) is a simplified energy harvesting circuit
commonly adopted for design analysis. It can be used to estimate an upper bound of
the real power that the piezoelectric generator is able to deliver at a given excitation.
Note that the regulation circuit and battery are replaced with an equivalent resistor
R and Vc is the rectified voltage across it.

The common approach to have the stable output DC voltage is to assume that the
filter capacitor Ce is large enough so that the rectified voltage Vc is essentially con-
stant (Ottman et al. 2002). Specifically, Vc(t) = 〈Vc(t)〉 + Vripple, where 〈Vc(t)〉 and
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Fig. 3.3 (a) A standard energy harvesting circuit. (b) An SSHI energy harvesting circuit
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Vripple are the average and ripple of Vc(t), respectively. This average 〈Vc(t)〉 is inde-
pendent of Ce provided that the time constant RCe is much larger than the oscillating
period of the generator (Guyomar et al. 2005). The magnitude of Vripple, however,
depends on Ce and is negligible for large Ce. Under this hypothesis, Vc(t) ≈ 〈Vc(t)〉,
and therefore in the following, we use Vc, instead of 〈Vc(t)〉, to represent the average
of Vc(t) for notation simplicity.

The rectifying bridge shown in Fig. 3.3 is assumed to be perfect here. Thus, it
is open circuited if the piezovoltage |Vp| is smaller than the rectified voltage Vc. As
a result, the current flowing into the circuit vanishes, and this implies V̇p(t) varies
proportionally with respect to u̇(t) as seen from (3.2). On the other hand, when |Vp|
reaches Vc, the bridge conducts and the piezovoltage is kept equal to the rectified
voltage; i.e., |Vp| = Vc. Finally, the conduction in the rectifier diodes is blocked
again when the absolute value of the piezovoltage |Vp(t)| starts decreasing. Hence,
the piezoelectric voltage Vp(t) either varies proportionally with the displacement
u(t) when the rectifying bridge is blocking, or is kept equal to Vc when the bridge
conducts.

The model equations (3.1, 3.2 and 3.3) are developed at the resonance mode of
the device, and therefore, a single-mode vibration of the structure at the steady-state
operation is expected with

u(t) = u0 sin (wt − θ ), (3.4)

where u0 is the magnitude and θ is the phase shift. This assumption of choosing the
sinusoidal form for displacement has been made by Guyomar et al. (2005) exclud-
ing the effect of the phase shift θ . Shu & Lien (2006a) have included this effect
and validated it both numerically and experimentally for the standard interface. The
corresponding waveforms of u(t) and Vp(t) are shown in Fig. 3.4(a). Let T = 2π

w
be

the period of vibration, and ti and tf be two time instants (tf − ti = T
2 ) such that the

displacement u undergoes from the minimum −u0 to the maximum u0, as shown in
Fig. 3.4(a). Assumed that V̇p ≥ 0 during the semi-period from ti to tf. It follows that∫ tf

ti
V̇p(t)dt = Vc − (−Vc) = 2Vc. Note that CeV̇c(t) + Vc

R = 0 for ti < t < t∗ during

which the piezovoltage |Vp| < Vc and I (t) = CeV̇c(t) + Vc
R for t∗ ≤ t < tf during

which the rectifier conducts. This gives

−
∫ tf

ti

I (t)dt = − T

2

Vc

R

since the average current flowing through the capacitance Ce is zero; i.e.,
∫ tf

ti
CeV̇c(t)

dt = 0 at the steady-state operation. The integration of (3.2) from time ti to tf is
therefore

−2Θu0 + 2CpVc = − T

2

Vc

R
,
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Fig. 3.4 Typical waveforms of displacement and piezoelectric voltage for (a) the standard and
(b) the SSHI electronic interfaces

or

Vc = wΘR

wCp R + π
2

u0. (3.5)

Thus, from (3.5), u0 has to be determined to decide Vc. There are three approaches
in the recent literature for estimating it (Guyomar et al. 2005, Ottman et al. 2002,
Shu & Lien 2006a). The first one models the piezoelectric device as the current
source in parallel with its internal parasitic capacitance Cp (Jeon et al. 2005, Ng &
Liao 2005, Ottman et al. 2002). It is based on the assumption that the internal current
source of the generator is independent of the external load impedance. However, the
amplitude of the current source is closely related to that of displacement which
depends not only on the mechanical damping but also on the electrical damping at
the resonant vibration (Lesieutre et al. 2004, Shu & Lien 2006b). This assumption
is, therefore, not suitable when the effect of the electrical damping is significant. As
a result, Guyomar et al. (2005) have proposed another estimation accounting for the
effect of electromechanical coupling. Their estimation is based on the assumption
that the external forcing function and the velocity of the mass are in-phase, or in
other words, the phase shift effect is neglected in (3.4). Instead, Shu & Lien (2006a)
have included this phase factor in their improved analysis, and derived the analytic
expressions of displacement magnitude u0, rectified voltage Vc, and harvested aver-
age power P . Their results are summarized as follows:

u0 = u0
F0
K

= 1{(
2ζm + 2k2

e r
(r�+ π

2 )2

)2
�2 +

(
1 − �2 + k2

e r�

r�+ π
2

)2
} 1

2

, (3.6)
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where several dimensionless variables are introduced by

k2
e = Θ2

K Cp
, ζm = ηm

2
√

K M
, wsc =

√
K

M
, � = w

wsc
, r = Cpwsc R. (3.9)

Above k2
e is the alternative electromechanical coupling coefficient, ζm is the

mechanical damping ratio, wsc is the natural oscillation frequency (of the piezo-
electric vibrator under the short circuit condition), � and r are the normalized fre-
quency and electric resistance, respectively. Note that there are two resonances for
the system since the piezoelectric structure exhibits both short-circuit and open-
circuit stiffness. They are defined by

�sc = 1, �oc =
√

1 + k2
e , (3.10)

where �sc and �oc are the frequency ratios of short- and open-circuits, respectively.
The shift in device natural frequency is pronounced if the coupling factor k2

e is large.

3.2.2 SSHI-Harvesting Circuit

An SSHI electronic interface consists of adding up a switch and an inductance L
connected in series and is in parallel with the piezoelectric element, as shown in
Fig. 3.3(b). The electronic switch is triggered according to the maximum and mini-
mum of the displacement of the mass, causing the processing of piezoelectric volt-
age to be synchronized with the extreme values of displacement.

To illustrate the electrical behavior of this nonlinear processing circuit, consider
the harmonic excitation given by (3.3). In view of the single-mode excitation, the
mechanical displacement u(t) is assumed to be sinusoidal as in (3.4) in steady-state
operation. The validation of this assumption has been examined by considering
the output voltage (Shu et al. 2007). The waveform of the piezoelectric voltage
Vp(t), however, may not be sinusoidal and is dependent on the specific type of the
interface circuit connected to the piezoelectric element. To see it, let T = 2π

w
be

the period of mechanical excitation and ti and tf be two time instants such that the
displacement u(t) undergoes from the minimum −u0 to the maximum u0, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3.4(b). The switch is turned off most of time during this semi-period
(t+

i , tf). When it is turned on at the time instant ti, |Vp(t)| remains lower than the
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rectified voltage Vc. So the rectifying bridge is open circuited, and an oscillating
electrical circuit composed by the inductance L and the piezoelectric capacitance
Cp is established, giving rise to an inversion process for the piezoelectric voltage
Vp. Specifically, let �t be the half electric period of this oscillating L-Cp circuit. It
is equal to (Guyomar et al. 2005).

�t = π
√

LCp.

We assume that the inversion process is quasi-instantaneous in the sense that the
inversion time is chosen to be much smaller than the period of mechanical vibration;
i.e., Δt = t+

i − ti << T . The switch is kept closed during this small time period
Δt , resulting in the reverse of voltage on the piezoelectric element; i.e.,

Vp(t+
i ) = −Vp(ti)e

−π
2QI = VcqI, qI = e

−π
2QI , (3.11)

as shown in Fig. 3.4(b). Above QI is the inversion quality factor due to the energy
loss mainly from the inductor in series with the switch. As a result, the current
outgoing from the piezoelectric element through the rectifier during a half vibration
period can be obtained by integrating (3.2) from time t+

i to t f

∫ tf

t+
i

{−Θu̇(t) + CpV̇p(t)
}

dt = −2Θu0 + Cp

(
1 − e− π

2QI

)
Vc = − T

2

Vc

R
,

since the rectifier bridge is blocking during the inversion process and the inversion
time �t << T . The relation between the magnitude of displacement u0 and the
rectified voltage Vc is therefore obtained by

Vc = 2RΘw

(1 − qI)Cp Rw + π
u0. (3.12)

The rest of the derivation is to estimate the magnitude of displacement u0 and
the phase shift θ , and we refer to the work by Shu et al. (2007) for details. The

results for normalized displacement magnitude uSSHI
0 , rectified voltage V

SSHI
c , and

average-harvested power P
SSHI

are given, respectively, by

uSSHI
0 = uSSHI

0
F0
K

= 1⎧⎨
⎩

(
2ζm + 2

[
1+ r�

2π
(1−q2

I )
]
k2

e r(
(1−qI )

2 r�+ π
2

)2

)2

�2 +
(

1 − �2 +
(1−qI )

2 k2
e r�

(1−qI )
2 r�+ π

2

)2
⎫⎬
⎭

1
2

, (3.13)
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V
SSHI
c = V SSHI

c
F0

Θ

=
(

r�
(1−qI )

2 r� + π
2

)

× k2
e⎧⎨

⎩
(

2ζm+ 2
[
1+ r�

2π
(1−q2

I )
]
k2

e r(
(1−qI)

2 r�+ π
2

)2

)2

�2+
(

1−�2+
(1−qI )

2 k2
e r�

(1−qI )
2 r�+ π

2

)2
⎫⎬
⎭

1
2

, (3.14)

P
SSHI = PSSHI

F2
0

wsc M

=
(

1
(1−qI )

2 r� + π
2

)2

× k2
e �2 r(

2ζm + 2
[
1+ r�

2π
(1−q2

I )
]
k2

e r(
(1−qI)

2 r�+ π
2

)2

)2

�2 +
(

1 − �2 +
(1−qI )

2 k2
e r�

(1−qI )
2 r�+ π

2

)2
. (3.15)

Above all are expressed in terms of dimensionless parameters defined in (3.9) and
(3.11).

Finally, Guyomar et al. (2005) have used the in-phase assumption to analyze
the electrical performance of the power generator using the SSHI interface. To be
precise, they have assumed that the external forcing function and the velocity of
the mass are in-phase, giving rise to no phase shift effect in their formulation. The
following summaries their results for comparisons:

uSSHI
in-phase = uSSHI

in-phase
F0
K

= 1{
2ζm + 2

[
1+ r�

2π
(1−q2

I )
]
k2

e r(
(1−qI )

2 r�+ π
2

)2

}
�

, (3.16)

V
SSHI
in-phase = V SSHI

in-phase
F0

Θ

=
(

r
(1−qI )

2 r� + π
2

)
k2

e{
2ζm + 2

[
1+ r�

2π
(1−q2

I )
]
k2

e r(
(1−qI )

2 r�+ π
2

)2

} , (3.17)

P
SSHI
in-phase = PSSHI

in-phase

F2
0

wsc M

= 1(
(1−qI)

2 r� + π
2

)2

k2
e r{

2ζm + 2
[
1+ r�

2π
(1−q2

I )
]
k2

e r(
(1−qI)

2 r�+ π
2

)2

}2 . (3.18)
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3.3 Results

3.3.1 Standard Interface

The improved estimates in (3.6, 3.7 and 3.8) for the standard AC–DC interface have
been found to agree well with experimental observations and numerical simula-
tions of (3.1) and (3.2) under (3.3) (Shu & Lien 2006a). Therefore, these estimates
are suitable for the electrical performance evaluation of the piezoelectric energy
harvesting system embedded with the standard electronic interface. Basically from
(3.8), the harvested average power increases significantly for smaller mechanical
damping ratio ζm or larger electromechanical coupling coefficient k2

e . It is consis-
tent with that found by (Badel et al. 2006a), who have performed an interesting
experiment by comparing the performances of vibration-based piezoelectric power
generators using a piezoelectric ceramic and a single crystal. Under the same operat-
ing condition, the power generated using the single crystal is much higher than that
using the ceramic, since according to their measurements the coupling factor k2

e of
the former is 20 times larger than that of the latter. However, one has to be cautious
that the average-harvested power approaches to its saturation value for much larger
k2

e , as shown in Fig. 3.5.
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Fig. 3.5 The normalized power P against the normalized frequency � and the electrome-
chanical coupling factor k2

e at the optimal condition in the sense that P
opt

(�, k2
e , ζm) =

P(ropt(�), �, k2
e , ζm) and ropt(�) is determined by solving �

�r P(r, �, k2
e , ζm) = 0. We use

ζm = 0.04 here. Note that for large k2
e there are two identical peaks of power evaluated at the

frequency ratio close to �sc = 1 and �oc = √
1 + k2

e . These peaks are saturated for much higher
coupling factor k2

e >> 1 (Shu et al. 2007)
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The improved estimates in (3.6, 3.7 and 3.8) have also been compared with the
uncoupled and in-phase estimates according to the relative magnitudes of electrome-
chanical coupling coefficient and mechanical damping ratio. The results given by
Shu & Lien (2006a) show that the conventional uncoupled solutions and in-phase

estimates are suitable, provided that the ratio k2
e

ζm
<< 1, while the discrepancies

among these distinct approaches become significant when k2
e

ζm
increases. If the shift

in device natural frequency is pronounced and the mechanical damping ratio of the

system is small; i.e. k2
e

ζm
>> 1, the harvested power is shown to have two optimums

evaluated at (ropt
1 , �

opt
1 ) and (ropt

2 , �
opt
2 ), where �

opt
1 is close to �sc and the electric

load ropt
1 is very small, while �

opt
2 is close to �oc and ropt

2 is large. Indeed, Table 3.1
summarizes the relationship between the system parameters k2

e and ζm and the nor-
malized load, displacement, voltage, and power at these two optimal conditions.
The first optimal pair is designed at the short-circuit resonance �sc with the optimal

Table 3.1 The relation between the system parameters k2
e and ζm and the normalized electric resis-

tance, displacement, voltage, and power operated at the short-circuit (�sc) and open-circuit (�oc)

resonances (Shu & Lien 2006a). Note that the condition k2
e

ζm
>> 1 is implied in the analysis

Optimal conditions �sc �oc

Resistance ropt
sc ∝ 1

k2
e

ζm

< ropt
oc ∝ 1

(1+k2
e )

k2
e

ζm

Displacement uopt
0 ∝ 1

ζm
> uopt

0 ∝ 1

ζm(
√

1+k2
e )

Voltage V
opt
c ∝ 1 < V

opt
c ∝ 1√

1+k2
e

k2
e

ζm

Power P
opt ∝ 1

ζm
= P

opt ∝ 1
ζm
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Fig. 3.6 The normalized power against the normalized electric resistance and frequency ratio.
(a) A strongly coupled electromechanical system using the standard AC/DC electronic interface

(k2
e = 1.0, ζm = 0.04 k2

e
ζm

= 25). (b) A weakly coupled electromechanical system using the ideal

SSHI electronic interface (k2
e = 0.01, ζm = 0.04,

k2
e

ζm
= 0.25, QI = ∞). Notice that both (a)

and (b) provide the identical peaks of harvested power evaluated at different conditions (Shu et al.
2007)
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load ropt
sc ∝ 1

k2
e

ζm

, while the second one is designed at the open-circuit resonance �oc

with the optimal load ropt
oc ∝ 1

(1+k2
e )

k2
e

ζm
. They give the identical value of maximum

harvested power which depends only on the mechanical damping ratio ζm. Unlike
the power, the displacement is higher at �sc than at �oc, while the voltage operating
at the first peak is one order of magnitude smaller than that operating at the second
peak.

Figure 3.6(a) gives the dependence of the normalized harvested power on the
normalized resistance and frequency ratio for the case of strong electromechanical
coupling. While such a strong coupling is not commonly observed in the conven-
tional piezoelectric power generators, we particularly emphasize it here since it has
been shown by Shu et al. (2007) that the behavior of an ideal SSHI system is similar
to that of a strongly coupled electromechanical standard system excited at around
the short-circuit resonance. This finding is generally valid no matter whether the
real electromechanical system is weakly or strongly coupled.

Discussions

If the vibration source is due to the periodic excitation of some base, this gives
F0 = M A where A is the magnitude of acceleration of the exciting base. From
(3.8), the harvested average power per unit mass becomes

P

M
= A2

wsc
P(r, �, k2

e , ζm). (3.19)

As (3.19) is expressed in terms of a number of dimensionless parameters, an
effective power normalization scheme is provided and can be used to compare
power-harvesting devices of various sizes and with different vibration inputs to
estimate efficiencies. Conceptually, the formula (3.19) provides a design guideline
to optimize AC–DC power output either by tuning the electric resistance, selecting
suitable operation points, or by adjusting the coupling coefficient by careful struc-
tural design. However, it needs much more efforts to make this scheme feasible due
to the following various reasons.

(a) It may not be an easy task to adjust one parameter with other parameters fixed.
For example, adjusting the dimensions of the device may result in the simultane-
ous changes of the whole dimensionless parameters r , �, k2

e , and ζm.
(b) Current design requires that the natural frequency of the device is below 300 Hz

since a number of common ambient sources have significant vibration compo-
nents in the frequency range of 100–300 Hz (duToit et al. 2005). This adds a con-
straint for optimizing (3.19). Moreover, the most common geometry for piezo-
electric power generators is the cantilever beam configuration. It is well known
that its first resonance is proportional to the inverse of the beam length, causing
the pronounced increase of natural frequency at the microscale. For example, the
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resonance frequency of the MEMS-based piezoelectric micro power generator
developed by MIT has been measured as high as 13.9 kHz (Jeon et al. 2005).
However, this order of magnitude of 10 kHz frequency is not low enough to meet
the frequency range of common ambient sources, neither high enough to match
that of supersonic transducers, for example.

(c) Operating the piezoelectric element in the {3–3} actuation mode is advantageous
since better coupling between the mechanical and the electrical domain is possi-
ble (d33 > d31 in general). Conventionally, longitudinal mode operation occurs
through the use of interdigitated electrodes, as shown in Fig. 3.7, since a large
component of the electric field can be produced in the axial direction. Based on
this design, Jeon et al. (2005) have successfully developed the first MEMS-based
piezoelectric power generator and found a maximum DC voltage of 3 V across
the load 10.1 M�. However, another very recent paper in 2006 by Sodano et al.
(2006) have observed the poor performance of bulk energy harvester with inter-
digitated electrode configuration. The reasons for these two seemingly contra-
dictory experiments are not clear. One possible explanation is that the generated
electric field decays significantly far away from the interdigitated electrode sur-
face, causing the degradation of performance for bulk generators.

(d) In general, the harvested average power arises as the electromechanical coupling
coefficient ascends at the early stage, as can be seen from Fig. 3.5. One proposed
method to increase the coupling coefficient k2

e is to apply destabilizing axial
loads, as shown in Fig. 3.8 (Lesieutre & Davis 1997). The idea behind it is that
the beam’s apparent stiffness is the function of the axial compressive preload; it
theoretically reduces to zero as the axial preload approaches the critical bucking
load. Using this idea, Leland & Wright (2006) have observed the coupling coeffi-
cient rising as much as 25%. However, the device damping also rises 67% which
is not favorable for improving harvested power extraction. Hence, it needs more
quantitative efforts to investigate this idea and therefore, to find out the suitable
trade-off relationship (see also a recent investigation by Hu et al. (2007b)).

(e) Vibration-based power generators achieve the maximum power when their res-
onance frequency matches the driving frequency. However, the scavengeable
power decreases significantly and almost goes away if the frequency deviation
is more than 5% from the resonant frequency (Charnegie et al. 2006, Muriuki
& Clark 2007, Shahruz 2006). Due to inconsistencies in the fabrication of the

Interdigitated Electrode

Proof Mass

Fig. 3.7 An interdigitated electrode configuration
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Axial Force

Axial Force
Proof Mass

Piezoelectric Vibrator

Fig. 3.8 The beam stiffness is able to be reduced by applying destabilizing compressive preloads

harvester or variations in the source, frequency matching can be difficult to
achieve. Thus, it is obviously advantageous to have a single design operating
effectively over a range of vibration frequencies, and Roundy et al. (2005) have
suggested to use multi-mass and multi-mode resonators to enlarge the bandwidth
of generators. In addition, Challa et al. (2008) have used a magnetic force tech-
nique to develop a resonance frequency tunable energy harvesting device.

(f) Note that (3.19) is an estimation of an upper bound of the real power that a piezo-
electric energy harvester is able to deliver at a given excitation. Thus, research on
power circuit designs can be viewed as efforts to improve the actual power extrac-
tion (but cannot increase its maximum power). The most common circuit design
is to use the principle of load impedance adaptation by tuning the load impedance
to achieve the higher power flow (Ottman et al. 2003). Guyomar and co-workers
(Badel et al. 2006a, Badel et al. 2005, Guyomar et al. 2005, Lefeuvre et al. 2005b,
2006) have developed another new technique (SSHI) for increasing the converted
energy, which has been discussed in Section 3.2.2. Recently, Liu et al. (2007)
have investigated the electromechanical conversion capacity of a piezoelectric
power generator by considering a quasi-static work cycle, and pointed out theo-
retically that their proposed method yields more power than SSHI.

3.3.2 SSHI Interface

The in-phase estimates in (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18) provided by Guyomar et al.
(2005) are lack of frequency dependence. Thus, they are unable to predict the system
behavior when the applied driving frequency deviates from the system resonance
frequency. As the reduction in power is significant due to frequency deviation, such
an effect cannot be ignored in practical design. The improved estimates in (3.13),
(3.14) and (3.15) for the SSHI interface, on the other hand, exhibit the frequency
dependence, and have also been validated numerically by Shu et al. (2007). There-
fore, these estimates are suitable for the electrical performance evaluation of the
piezoelectric energy harvesting system embedded with an SSHI interface circuit.

To see how the SSHI electronic interface boosts power extraction, consider an
ideal case where the inversion of the piezoelectric voltage Vp is complete; i.e., QI =
∞. From (3.11) this gives qI = 1 and the normalized harvested power from (3.15)
becomes
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P
SSHI = 4

π2

rk2
e �2{

4
(
ζm + 4k2

e r
π2

)2
�2 + (1 − �2)2

} . (3.20)

The optimal electric load resistance and the normalized power operated at �sc

are therefore

ropt = π2

4

1
k2

e
ζm

, P
SSHI|r=ropt, �=1 = 1

16ζm
. (3.21)

From (3.21), the optimal load resistance is inversely proportional to the ratio k2
e

ζm
,

while the corresponding optimal power depends only on the mechanical damp-
ing ratio ζm and is independent of the electromechanical coupling coefficient k2

e .
Comparing all of these features with Table 3.1 suggests that the behavior of the
power-harvesting system using the SSHI interface is similar to that of a strongly
coupled electromechanical system using the standard interface and operated at the
short-circuit resonance �sc. In addition, according to Table 3.1, there exists another
identical peak of power operated at the open-circuit resonance. But Shu et al. (2007)
have also shown that the second peak of power is moved to the infinite point in
the (r, �) space, and therefore, there is only one peak of power for the SSHI elec-
tronic interface no matter whether the real electromechanical system is weakly or
strongly coupled, as schematically shown in Fig. 3.6(b). Note that we particularly
take k2

e = 0.01 and ζm = 0.04 in Fig. 3.6(b) so that the electromechanical generator

itself is weakly coupled
(

k2
e

ζm
= 0.25

)
. The harvested power obtained using the stan-

dard harvesting circuit is pretty small in this case, since it has been shown that (Shu
& Lien 2006a)

P
(

ropt = π

2
, � = 1, k2

e , ζm

)
≈

(
2

π

k2
e

ζm

)
1

16ζm
<<

1

16ζm
=

(
P

SSHI
)

max

if k2
e

ζm
<< 1. But the inclusion of SSHI circuit boosts the average harvested power

whose maximum is the same as that using a strongly coupled electromechanical
generator connected to the standard interface, as illustrated in Fig. 3.6(a) (k2

e = 1.0,

ζm = 0.04 and k2
e

ζm
= 25). Therefore, the harvested power increases tremendously for

any weak coupling SSHI system at the cost of using a much larger optimal electric
load which is proportional to 1

k2
e

ζm

according to (3.21).

As in many practical situations, the inversion of the piezoelectric voltage Vp is not
perfect (QI �= ∞), which accounts for a certain amount of the performance degra-
dation using the SSHI electronic interface. We take QI = 2.6 for the comparisons of
the electrical performance of a vibration-based piezoelectric power generator using

the standard and SSHI electronic interfaces according to the different ratios of k2
e

ζm
.

The results are shown in Fig. 3.9 (Shu et al. 2007). Note that it is possible to have
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a larger value of quality factor QI by requiring the use of the low losses inductor
(Lefeuvre et al. 2006).

To explain Fig. 3.9, first consider a weakly coupled electromechanical system;

i.e., the ratio k2
e

ζm
<< 1. We take k2

e = 0.01 and ζm = 0.04 for demonstration.

This gives k2
e

ζm
= 0.25. Comparing Fig. 3.9(a) with Fig. 3.9(d) gives the achieved

optimal power using SSHI is three times larger than that using the standard interface

(P
SSHI|QI=2.6 = 0.67 and P = 0.23). However, there is a significant performance

degradation in this case since the maximum normalized power generated for the

ideal voltage inversion is around P
SSHI|QI=∞ = 1.56.

Next, suppose the electromechanical coupling is in the medium range; i.e., the

ratio of k2
e

ζm
is of order 1. We take k2

e = 0.09 and ζm = 0.04. This gives k2
e

ζm
= 2.25.

Comparing Fig. 3.9(b) with Fig. 3.9(e) gives P
SSHI|QI=2.6 = 1.38, the maximum

normalized power for the non-ideal voltage inversion, and P = 1.20, the maximum
normalized power for the standard interface. While there is no significant increase
of power output using the SSHI electronic interface in this case, Fig. 3.9(e) demon-
strates that the harvested power evaluated at around the optimal load is less sensitive
to frequency deviated from the resonant vibration. For example, the amount of nor-
malized harvested power P evaluated at r = π

2 in the standard case drops from
1.2 to 0.6 for about 5% frequency deviation, and from 1.2 to 0.2 for about 10%
frequency deviation. However, under the same conditions, the normalized harvested

power P
SSHI

in the SSHI circuit drops from 1.3 to only 1.0 for about 5% frequency
deviation, and from 1.3 to 0.5 for about 10% frequency deviation. It has also been
shown that this frequency-insensitive feature is much more pronounced if the quality
factor QI is further improved (Shu et al. 2007).

Finally, we turn to a strongly coupled electromechanical system
(

k2
e

ζm
>> 1

)
. We

take k2
e = 1.0 and ζm = 0.04, and this gives k2

e
ζm

= 25. The results are shown in
Fig. 3.9(c) based on the standard interface and in Fig. 3.9(f) based on the SSHI
interface. In the standard case, the harvested power has two identical optimal peaks,
and the switching between these two peaks can be achieved by varying the electric
loads. The envelope of these peaks has a local minimum, which is closely related
to the minimum proof mass displacement. On the other hand, there is only one
peak of power in the SSHI circuit, as explained previously. Unlike the standard
case, as illustrated in Fig. 3.9(c), the peaks of the average harvested power decrease
significantly as the load resistances increase, as shown in Fig. 3.9(f). In addition,
it can be seen from (3.21) that the optimal electric load for the SSHI system is

very small, since k2
e

ζm
>> 1. Thus, Fig. 3.9(f) indicates that any deviation in the

load resistance will cause a significant power drop in the SSHI case. Such an effect
cannot be ignored in practical design, since there may exist other inherent electrical
damping in the whole circuit system; for example, the diode loss is not taken into
account in the present analysis. As a result, there seems to be no obvious advantage
of using the SSHI electronic interface from the comparison between Fig. 3.9(c) and
Fig. 3.9(f).
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Fig. 3.9 Normalized power versus frequency ratio for different values of normalized resistances.
Notice that (a)–(c) are obtained using the standard electronic interface, while (d)–(f) are obtained
using the SSHI electronic interface (Shu et al. 2007)
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3.4 Conclusion

This chapter presents a theory of piezoelectric vibration-based energy harvesting
following the works by Shu & Lien (2006a), Shu & Lien (2006b) and Shu et al.
(2007). The theory is able to predict the electrical behavior of piezoelectric power-
harvesting systems using either the standard or the SSHI electronic interface. It
shows that power extraction depends on the input vibration characteristics (fre-
quency and acceleration), the mass of the generator, the electrical load, the natural
frequency, the mechanical damping ratio, the electromechanical coupling coefficient
of the system, and/or the inversion quality factor of an SSHI circuit. An expression
of average harvested power incorporating all of these factors is analytically provided
by (3.8) or (3.15) for the standard or SSHI interface. As the formula is expressed in
terms of a number of dimensionless parameters, an effective power normalization
scheme is provided and can be used to compare power harvesting devices of various
sizes and with different vibration inputs to estimate efficiencies. Further, it is also
highly recommended to provide all these parameters in all future publications to
facilitate the relative comparison of various devices. Finally, the developed theory
also points to opportunities for new devices and improvements in existing ones. For
example, it shows that optimization criteria vary according to the relative strength
of coupling, and scavenger bandwidth is improved by SSHI technique.
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